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Power Pod Collection
SensioPod M - Bluetooth
Code
SE893920

RRP
€505

SensioPod M - Bluetooth

Featuring two power sockets and two USB ports, the SensioPod M Bluetooth also boasts an integrated
Bluetooth speaker - perfect for playing music in the kitchen. The smooth, motorised anti-trap mechanism
raises and lowers the SensioPod with ease while the integrated Qi charger in the top of the pod provides
quick and easy charging for mobile devices. The perfect addition to a kitchen island unit.
SensioPod M
Code
SE892920

RRP
€429

SensioPod M
Featuring three power sockets and two USB ports, the SensioPod M’s smooth, motorised anti-trap
mechanism raises and lowers the SensioPod with ease. With a Qi charger integrated seamlessly into the
top of the pod for quick and easy charging, the SensioPod M is the perfect addition to a kitchen island unit
to provide power and charging facilities for mobile devices.
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Subject to technical modifications and changes to the range or prices without notice.

Power Pod Collection
SensioPod Bluetooth
Code
SE890920SS

RRP
€259

SensioPod Bluetooth

The SensioPod Bluetooth is an attractive pull up socket solution. This multi functional product includes
2 power sockets, bluetooth audio and 2 USB ports for charging USB devices. This product is finished
with a stainless steel top which is perfect for the modern, multi-functional kitchen. The SensioPod
Bluetooth provides high quality sound and can be retracted fully whilst products are plugged in.
SensioPod+
Code
Top Finish
RRP
SE80050BN Black Nickel
€199
SE80050CH Chrome
€199
SE80050SS Stainless Steel €199

SensioPod+
The SensioPod+ includes 3 power sockets and 2 USB ports for charging USB
devices. This pull up power solution has a die cast metal top available in 3
contemporary finishes; black nickel, chrome and stainless steel. The perfect
addition to a kitchen island unit.
Subject to technical modifications and changes to the range or prices without notice.

Power Pod Collection
SensioPod E
Code
SE894920

RRP
€105

SensioPod E

Featuring three power sockets and two USB ports, the SensioPod E is a great addition to any kitchen with a
shortage of power outlets. The simple spring mounted mechanism releases the pod to be pulled up. Ideally
suited to kitchen islands where power sockets are often limited.
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